
Munt go!
Erm…?

Munt go
It mustn’t mix together

Words I say that people 

sometimes don’t know…

Do you ever say things that seem perfectly normal to you 

but other people just don’t seem to understand?

Maybe you are using a slang word, an informal way of 

saying something, that they don’t know…yet.

Getting creative with language is 

something that has been happening 

for years, and it is particularly 

popular in Yorkshire! 

The word ‘slang’ even came from 

up North. It originally meant territory 

or turf (where you live). 

Lots of slang shows where you are 

from, things you are interested in or 

how old you are. It says something 

about who you are.

Have a think of some slang you use 

and jot it down on the left.

Next time you use a slang word and someone replies with ‘eh’ or ‘what’ 

try and teach them your word so that they can use it in the future.

I mean it 

mustn’t mix 

together!

Oh, I get it now! I 

wish there was an 

easy way to help me 

remember it so I can 

use it again…

Make flashcards to 

help you remember 

new words or teach 

words to others. 

Look left,  I made 

one for ‘munt go!’

Use blank 

cards and big 

writing. Adding 

pictures helps 

make it 

clearer.
Flashcard example.



Natural food dyes

Black beans - blue 

Red cabbage - purple

Beetroot - pink

Avocado skins - peach 

Onion skins - yellow

Spinach - green

Ask for help to make 

the dye. To make a 

natural dye, choose a 

food and boil in a pot 

with a little salt and 

water for around an 

hour. Leave to cool 

before use.

Get ready to dye fabric by wearing 

old clothes and plastic gloves. Do it 

outside or somewhere it is easy to 

clean up.

Begin by pouring your dye into a 

plastic tub. The tub needs to be large 

enough to fit the dye and fabric in 

without overflowing.

1. Put one end of the fabric in the dye and hold the 

other end out. 

2. After a short time you will see the dye start to 

climb the fabric. Leve it for a while longer.

3. Hang your fabric to dry with the undyed bit at the 

top or your dye may run down.

4. You could try double dip dyeing with 2 colours.

Collect fresh leaves 

and flowers from 

the garden or park. 

It is best to use 

things you find 

instead of picking 

them if you can.

1. Work on a strong, 

flat surface. Lay out 

your fabric without 

any wrinkles. Arrange 

your flowers and 

leaves on just half of 

your fabric. 

2. Fold the fabric in 

half, trapping the 

flowers and leaves in 

the middle. Use a 

smooth stone to 

gently pound them so 

their dyes leak out. 

3. Carefully peel apart 

the fabric. The leaves 

and flowers will have 

stuck to the fabric. 

Gently pull them off. 

Be careful not to rub, 

then the dye spreads.


